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III s previously stated, in the first part of this article, * tradi
C111 tional Protestant understanding separates regeneration 
from justification. One is not justified in regeneration; rather, 
regeneration leads one to justifying faith and a legal accep
tance before the judgment seat. However, these two elements 
of salvation are not so separated in Edwards' presentation of 
the salvation process. He writes: "Supposing a man dies sud
denly and not in the actual exercise of faith, 'tis his [regenerat
ed] disposition that saves him." 1 This passage is significant in 
that it appears to attribute saving righteousness to the regener
ated disposition which has not been declared righteous until 
justification. Edwards believes that the righteousness of justi
fication is an "intrinsic reality."2 Does a saving disposition 
equal the justifying righteousness of Christ?3 No. But a saving 
disposition contains the faith by which one is united to Christ 
and declared righteous. 

Edwards interacted on this issue with his grandfather 
Solomon Stoddard. Edwards writes, "A principle thing that 
made Mr. Stoddard think that there was no grace in humilia
tion (a principle of faith), was because he looked upon an 

• Pan one of this study appeared in the previous issue of the journal (Vol
ume 11, Number 2). We apologize to the author and readers that the issue 
did not make clear that pan two would follow. 
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explicit act of faith in Jesus Christ as evermore the first gracious 
act that ever was exerted." 4 Theologians like Stoddard asserted 
that a person "can't be saved before he has actually believed," 
or in other words, one is not saved in regeneration prior to the 
act of saving faith.s In Miscellanies 77 Edwards disagrees: "What 
is held by some that none can be in a state of salvation before 
they have particularly acted a reception of the Lord Jesus Christ 
for a Savior, and that there cannot be sanctification one 
moment before the exercise of faith, as they have described it, 
cannot be true, as they explain the reception of Christ." 6 

Edwards challenges Stoddard by saying that there are principles 
of faith that count as "acts of [saving] faith."7 He reasons: 

The graces of the Spirit, especially those that more directly 
respect God and another world, are so nearly allied that they 
include one another; and where there is the exercise of one, 
there is something of the other exercised with it: like strings in 
consort, if one is struck, others sound with it; or like links in a 
chain, if one is drawn, others follow. So that humiliation that 
there is in repentance implies a principle of faith, and not only 
so, but something of the exercise too; so that a person accord
ing to the Gospel may be in a state of salvation, before a distinct 
and express act of faith in the sufficiency and suitableness of 
Christ as a savior. Persons are justified upon the first appear
ance of a principle of faith in the soul by any of the soul's acts: 
but a principle of faith appears and shows itself by the exercise 
of true repentance and evangelical humiliation; for the graces 
are all the same in principle, especially those that more imme
diately respect God and Christ and another world. 8 

There are principles in the soul of a person that Edwards 
considers so joined together that each of them implies a principle 
of faith by which someone is justified. As has been explained, 
love, submission and other principles of faith in regeneration 
are prior acts of saving faith. Edwards speculates, "supposing a 
man dies suddenly and not in the actual exercise of faith, 'tis 
his [regenerated] disposition that saves him for if it were possi
ble that the disposition was destroyed, the man would be damned 
and all the former acts of faith [love and submission] would signify 
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nothing" (italics mine).9 There is certainly one crucial act of 
faith, but the changes that occur in the person are considered 
prior acts of this faith. 

One way to demonstrate these prior acts of faith is to use 
a principle of faith: love. The Spirit is God's love and grace and 
he changes a person's heart, enabling him or her to love God. 
Edwards writes that "a saving belief of truth arises from love, 
or a holy disposition and relish of heart. "10 This love is so 
closely united to faith that it is considered a condition of sal
vation. ll Love is "in nature so related to faith" that "in obtain
ing ... [love] we obtain faith, and in obtaining faith we 
obtain [love]."12 One is not saved by love alone, but only as it 
is related to justifying faith which is necessary for the imputa
tion of Christ's righteousness. Edwards emphasizes that saving 
faith is not separate from these other conditions. They "accom
pany and follow faith," or as Edwards further describes, they 
are the "strings in consort, if one is struck others sound with 
it."B 

The intimacy of each of these items is seen in Miscellanies 
218 titled "FAITH, JUSTIFYING" in which Edwards proceeds 
to explain that justifying faith "'tis the same agreeing or con
senting disposition that according to diverse objects, different 
state or manner of exerting, is called by different names." 
Edwards concludes that "when toward persons excellent" it is 
called "love."14 Love that exists in regenerated persons has 
Christ as its object and is really a part of and is counted as jus
tifying faith. 

THE SECOND ADAM: UNION WITH CHRIST 

When the Spirit of God is infused and inhabits the soul, 
he brings about faith and the principles of faith in the receiv
er. By faith the Spirit effects a union of the believer with Christ 
(as previously had been with Adam). Christ is the second 
Adam and his posterity is his Church, who by faith are united 
to him and are actually consenting to his work and are really 
and truly partaking in his righteousness. It is not merely a 
legal declaration, but rather a real union that is based on prin
ciples of faith and creates a real relationship. Edwards did not 
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write a great deal on this subject, but his Master's Questio, his 
various miscellanies, and his famous sermons on justification 
address it. 

Edwards' sermons on justification by faith alone are the 
main source of information for his understanding of justifica
tion. The union of a person with Christ takes a central place in 
Edwards' understanding of justification and imputation. 
Without union in Christ there is no salvation for the soul. 
Edwards explains that "immediately before this act (justifica
tion), God beholds him only as an ungodly creature; so that 
godliness in the person to be justified is not so antecedent to 
his justification as to be the ground of it. "15 A person has 
nothing to offer God and prior to justification he or she is still 
condemned. This justification is by faith, or more accurately, 
by the faith that unites us to Christ. Edwards writes: 

When it is said, that we are not justified by any righteousness or 
goodness of our own, what is meant is, that it is not out of 
respect to the excellency or goodness of any qualification or acts 
in us whatsoever that God judges it meet that this benefit of 
Christ should be ours; and it is not, in any wise, on account of 
any excellency or value that there is faith, that it appears in the 
sight of God a meet thing, that he who believes should have 
this benefit of Christ assigned to him, but purely from the rela
tion faith has to the person in whom this benefit is to be had, or 
as it unites to that mediator, in and by whom we are justified.l6 

The Spirit of God enables one to have faith which unites a 
person to Christ. This union is the basis for God to view any
one as acceptable. Edwards argues that "this relation or union 
to Christ, whereby Christians are said to be in Christ, ... is the 
ground of their right to his benefits." 17 He further explains 
faith, saying, flit is that by which the soul, which before was 
separate and alienated from Christ, unites itself to him, or 
ceases to be any longer in that state of alienation, and comes 
into that forementioned union or relation to him. "18 

Union is not a reward for faith, but the two are insepara
ble (62). And when one has faith it forms a true union and 
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gives the person acce~s to the benefits of Christ. Persons are so 
intimately involved in union with Christ that his righteous
ness is imputed to them. But it is not mere imputation. 
Edwards' famous line indicates that there is something 
beyond mere declaratory terminology. He writes: What is real 
in the union between Christ and his people, is the foundation 
of what is legal; that is, it is something really in them, and 
between them, uniting them, that is the ground of the suit
ableness of their being accounted as one by the Judge. 19 

Edwards scholar Thomas Schafer, in his article "Jonathan 
Edwards and Justification by Faith," indicates that this real 
basis in union is what Edwards calls the principles of faith, 
such as love.20 Salvation is not a person's own work. Faith 
itself is God's gift and so are its principles, and therefore pos
sessing them does not indicate that the person is earning his 
or her justification. Schafer joins Edwards' passage on union 
with his remarks in Miscellanies 77.21 Here Edwards argues: 

There must be the principle before there can be the action, in all 
cases; there must be the alteration made in the heart of the sin
ner before there can be action consequent upon this alteration; 
yea, there must be a principle of holiness before holiness is in 
exercise. Yea, this alteration must not only be before this act of 
faith in nature (as the cause before the effect) but also in time.22 

The Spirit of God changes a person and infuses a principle 
of holiness; however, this does not equal or earn justifying 
righteousness. This leads one to ask, what is the difference 
between holiness before justification and holiness at justifica
tion? In his sermon "None Are Saved By Their Own Right
eousness" (a sermon on Titus 3:5 concerning righteousness 
and regeneration), Edwards preaches a "two-fold" righteous
ness. He explains: 

There is a two-fold righteousness that the saints have: an imput
ed righteousness, and 'tis this only that avails anything to justi
fication; and an inherent righteousness, that is, that holiness 
and grace which is in the hearts and lives of the saints. This is 
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Christ's righteousness as well as imputed righteousness: imput
ed righteousness is Christ's righteousness accepted for thein, 
inherent holiness is Christ's righteousness communicated to 
them. They derive their holiness from Christ as the fountain of it. 
He gives it by his Spirit, so that 'tis Christ's holiness communicat
ed, 'tis the light ofthe sun reflected. Now God takes delight in 
the saints for both of these: both for Christ's righteousness 
imputed and for Christ's holiness communicated, though 'tis the 
former only that avails anything for justification. 23 

Edwards describes this "twofold fitness to a state" in his 
sermons on justification as moral fitness and natural fitness.24 
Though similar in name, these two conditions are not the' 
same as the distinction of natural ability and moral inability 
mentioned earlier. If one is morally fit then one has the 
innate worthiness to be called righteous before God. If one is 
naturally fit then one, though not inherently righteous, has 
the faith to be united to Christ and his righteousness after 
which one is declared righteous by God. Edwards writes, "a 
person has a moral fitness for a state, when his moral excel
lency commends him to it."25 Christians worship God 
because he is intrinsically worthy of it or morally fit; he is 
morally holy and deserving of worship. Human beings are 
not morally fit; however, they can become naturally fit when 
they are regenerated by God. The person is in a natural fitness 
state when it appears good and right 

that he should be in such a state or circumstances, only from 
the natural concord or agreeableness there.is between such 
qualifications and such circumstances; not because the qualifi
cations are lovely or unlovely, but only because the qualifica
tions and the circumstances are like one another, or do in their 
nature suit and agree or unite one to another.26 

The naturally fit person is the regenerated person who is 
enabled by God's Spirit to believe in Christ. It is natural for 
faith to unite a person to Christ. For example, a piece of a puz
zle will naturally fit into the puzzle. The piece of the puzzle 
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did not make itself fit, but fits by its constitution. The princi
ples of holiness, love, submission, etc. are a part of the natural 
fitness. God bestows "Christ and his benefits on a soul in con
sequence of faith, out of regard only to the natural concord 
there is between such a qualification of a soul, and such an 
union with Christ."27 Faith and its principles make one natu
rally fit so that one can be united to Christ and justified based 
on his righteousness, which is morally fit. 

Edwards concludes that no further justification is needed. 
He affirms that flit is faith that justifies, or gives an interest in 
Christ's satisfaction and merits, and a right to the benefits 
procured thereby; viz. as it thus makes Christ and the believer 
one in acceptance of the Supreme judge. "28 God "pronounces 
man perfectly righteous, or else he would need further justifi
cation after he is justified."29 However, Edwards writes, "perse
verance of faith is not excluded in this affair; it is not only cer
tainly connected with justification, but it is not to be excluded 
from that on which the justification of a sinner has a depen
dence, or that by which he is justified."30 "Real" union with 
Christ's righteousness not only justifies, but as it becomes an 
intrinsic reality and as it is infused into the person's soul, it 
causes one to persevere. Just as union with Adam's unright
eousness causes human beings to sin, so also union with 
Christ causes one to persevere. Just as there are principles of 
faith (natural fitness) in regeneration, so also there are princi
ples after faith called acts of perseverance (also natural fitness), 
which are one with justifying faith. This may sound alarming 
and indicate that Edwards does not separate his view of sancti
fication from justification. Edwards explains: 

Although the sinner is actually and finaJly justified on the first 
acts of faith, yet the perseverance of faith, even then, comes into 
consideration, as one thing on which the fitness of acceptance 
to life depends. God, in the act of justification, which is passed 
on a sinner's first believing, has respect to perseverance, as 
being Virtually contained in that first act of faith; and it is 
looked upon, and taken by him, that justifies, as being as it were 
a property in that faith)1 
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The sinner is "forever justified" in justification, but God 
promises perseverance in the first act offaith so that "God ... 
has respect, not only to the past act of faith, but to his own 
promise of future acts, and to the fitness of a qualification 
beheld as yet only in his own promise. "32 Edwards is saying 
that God justifies based on future acts of faith as well because 
he has promised them. The acts themselves do not bring justi
fication (as one who is morally fit). Justification is not a 
process, but as principles of faith in regeneration look for
ward to justification, so perseverance looks backward. Justifi
cation includes future acts of faith that are subsumed (in 
God's eyes) under the first acceptance of Christ. In reverse, 
this is the same for past acts of faith such as love and submis
sion and obedience. Edwards reasons: 

God in the act of final justification which he passes at the sin
ner's conversion, has respect to perseverance in faith, and future 
acts of faith, as being virtually implied in the first act, is further 
manifest by this, viz. That in a sinner's justification, at his con
version there is virtually contained a forgiveness as to eternal 
and deserved punishment, not only of all past sins, but also of 
all future infirmities and acts of sin that they shall be guilty of; 
because that first justification is decisive and final. 33 

Previous acts of faith and following acts of faith are joined 
under justifying faith giving Edwards' soteriological under
standing a very lively foundation. Justifying righteousness is 
still Christ's, but evidence of that justification is found in the 
fact that along with justification is union with that righteous
ness and principles of faith, 

IMPLICATIONS OF EDWARDS' SOTERIOLOGY 

Edwards demonstrates a soteriological understanding of 
controversial proportions. He contributes to this discussion in 
several ways. First, Edwards uses the word infusion-a word 
not preferred in today'sProtestant discussion over justifica
tion.34 It has the meaning of "making righteous," raising the 
question about the status of the person being justified. If 
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righteousness or holiness is inherent (even in a form of natur
al fitness), is the person being justified truly unrighteous?35 

Second, Edwards mixes the order of salvation and virtual
ly (even if it is brief) conflates terms such as regeneration, 
sanctification, and justification. Anyone who insists upon 
speaking only in distinct categories is challenged in this 
respect. By placing sanctification before justification, Edwards 
could be accused of saying that justification is not by faith 
alone, but also by previous acts and an inherent condition in 
the person prior to justification. Edwards would counteract 
this by explaining that this is a part of natural fitness, which is 
a facet of faith, thereby making it still by faith alone. 

Third, Edwards places an emphasis on the "real" being 
the "foundation" of the legal. This is a challenge to those who 
insist on a purely forensic presentation of the gospel and do 
not view as acceptable the slightest weaving together of regen
eration and justification.36 But by paralleling Adam's union 
with Christ's, Edwards gives a more real and inhereilt reality 
to justification. Though a person is not declared righteous by 
his or her inherent possession of Christ's righteousness; nev
ertheless, if one must be united to righteousness to be 
declared righteous, is that righteousness truly alien? 

Fourth, and somewhat overlooked today, Edwards' under
standing of the will and the disposition, including natural 
ability and moral inability, has been challenged in the past 
and continues to be challenged today. One reason for these 
theological skirmishes is that it implies corruption as existing 
only in the will as it is morally unable to choose what is 
goodY 

Fifth, Edwards' understanding of the role of perseverance 
in justification and his distinction between moral and natural 
fitness may present some difficulty for those who find it to be a 
compromise of the role of Christ's obedience alone as accept
able in justification. Edwards would argue that he is not label
ing perseverance as moral fitness, but as natural fitness; there
fore, it is not the same as Christ's righteousness infused into 
the person earning justification. But does he not also believe· 
that the ability to persevere (natural fitness) is due to the 
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communication of Christ's righteousness through one's real 
union with him (moral fitness)? 

Sixth, love is given a prominent position as the object 
from which faith flows. Does Edwards go too far in this and 
dilute the Protestant view of faith alone by including with 
faith the facets of love and submission? Edwards conceives of 
justification as solely resting on Christ's righteousness 
through faith, yet sees the need for the natural fitness in terms 
of obedience and love (etc.) which are considered conditions, 
though not what God has "primary respect to" for justifica
tion.38 

And last, Edwards undermines the assumption that all the
ologians have argued for justification in like manner without 
alteration. Some Reformed theologians of the past have dis
agreed over the order of salvation and how it relates to justifica
tion. Beyond Reformed theology, Christians from various 
denominations throughout church history have explained this 
and other doctrines in very different ways. This is not to say 
that anything goes, but it does suggest that one has to be care
ful when one expects everything to fall in line with a system of 
justification that may not be consistent even within a single 
tradition, let alone the rest of Christendom. These points are 
not meant to advocate throwing out the Biblical teaching on 
faith alone or imputation, but simply to stimulate thought. If 
evangelicals are going to continue to work together for a com
mon statement on justification, Edwards and other thinkers 
from church history need to be taken into consideration. 

Evangelicals on both sides are now faced with a valuable 
opportunity to influence the remainder of church history in 
the direction of gospel unity. As Edwards wisely concludes: 

How far a wonderful and mysterious agency of God's Spirit may 
so influence some men's hearts, that their practice in this regard 
may be contrary to their own principles, so that they shall not 
trust in their own righteousness, though they profess that men 
are justified by their own righteousness-or how far they may 
believe the doctrine of justification by men's own righteousness 
in general, and yet not bdieve it in a particular application of it 
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to themselves-or how far that error which they may have been 
led into by education, or cunning sophistry of others may yet be 
indeed contrary to their practice-or how far some may seem to 
maintain a doctrine contrary to this Gospel-doctrine of justifi
cation, that really do not, but only express themselves different
ly from others; or seem to oppose it through misunderstanding 
of our expressions, or we of theirs, when indeed our real senti
ments are the same in the main-or may seem to differ more 
than they do,. by using terms that are without a precisely fixed 
and determinate meaning-or to be wide in their sentiments 
from this doctrine, for want of a distinct understanding of it; 
whose hearts, at the same time, entirely agree with it, and if 
once it was clearly explained to their understanding, would 
immediately close with it, and embrace it:-how far these 
things may be, I will not determine; but am fully persuaded that 
great allowances are to be made on these and such like 
accounts, in innumerable instances; though it is manifest, from 
what has been said, that the teaching and propagating contrary 
doctrines and schemes, is of a pernicious and fatal tendency.39 

Jonathan Edwards, due to his creative soteriologicalpre
sentation, offers the challenge needed for this kind of ecu
menical discussion. Though his voice is now heard only as an 
echo in his writings, one can hope that it will resound as 
Christians work toward a fuller understanding of the gospel. 
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